How to Pay Your E-Bill Online:

1.) Log into https://my.campus.framingham.edu/cp/home/displaylogin.

2.) Once logged in click on “Accounts” in the top left corner of the Home Page.
3.) In the box Labelled “Account Information” Click on “Make an Online Payment/Deposit”
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Health Insurance Requirement
All students must waive or enroll in the insurance coverage each year in the fall semester. New and transfer students must Waive or Enroll.

4.) This will should open another “Log in” Window, use the same log into for myframingham.
5.) Once logged in click on “Make Payment” in the student account box.

6.) This will bring you to the payment page and all you will need to do is follow the steps. You will need to click “pay by term” and click on the corresponding semester and year you are looking to pay for. (*Example for Summer 2020 shown below on the second image*)